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AMERICAN GIRL PLACE AND ACTORS' EQUITY
ASSOCIATION: A TALE OF TENACIOUS THESPIANS AND
How THEIR LEGITIMATE RIGHT TO JOIN THE UNION
RECEIVED RELUCTANT, BUT JUST, RECOGNITION
Taylor Simpson-Wood *
1. PROLOGUE: OPEN CASTING CALL - HEROES WANTED!
"And standing there as big as life
And smiling with his eyes,
Joe says, 'What they forgot to kill
Went on to organize
Went on to organize.""
A comparison of the courage which permeated the screen as Norma
Rae raised her "Union" sign in the mill,2 to the heroism displayed by
Karen Silkwood as she fought her battles over health and safety issues,3 to
the gritty depiction in On The Waterfront of corruption in a New York City
harbor trade union,' to the lurid details of the saga of the infamous union
leader Jimmy Hoffaj beautifully illustrates the diametrically opposed
* The author is an Associate Professor of Law, Barry University School of Law. She received a
B.F.A, Goodman School of Drama/Theatre School at DePaul University; J.D., Tulane Law School;
LL.M. Admiralty, Tulane Law School. Professor Simpson-Wood currently teaches in the areas of
Admiralty & Maritime Law, Civil Procedure, Conflict of Laws, and Law & Popular Culture. Simpson-
Wood is also a long time member of Actors' Equity Association, Screen Actors Guild, and the
American Federation of Radio and Television Artists.
1. Excerpt from the poem "Joe Hill" by Alfred Hayes. Joe Hill was a labor movement martyr
who was convicted of the murder of a grocer; he died "in front of a Utah firing squad in 1915." In 1971,
Swedish director, Bo Widerberg, created a film based on his life. Trade Union Films, http://www.
rogerdarlington.co.uk/tufilms.html (last visited Oct. 23, 2008). Alfred Hayes wrote the poem titled "Joe
Hill" in 1930; Earl Robinson turned the poem into a song in 1936 and it was performed by Joan Baez at
Woodstock in 1969. Wikipedia.org, Joe Hill, http://en.wikipedia.org/wikilJoeIHill (last visited Oct. 23,
2008).
2. Norma Rae was a 1979 film based on the true story of Crystal Lee Jordan, a courageous
textile mill worker who became involved in union activities to secure decent working conditions. Sally
Field starred as Norma Rae. Megan Rosenfeld, Through the Mill with Crystal Lee and 'Norma Rae,'
WASH. PosT, June 11, 1980, available at http://faculty.lagcc.cuny.edu/jselden/normarae.htm.
3. Silkwood, directed by Mike Nichols in 1983, was based on the true story of Karen Silkwood,
a lab technician at a Kerr-McGee plant where employees were required to work with radioactive pluto-
nium. As her concerns for contamination grew, Silkwood became involved in union matters as she
struggled to expose the working conditions at the plant. On November 13, 1974, Silkwood was driving
to meet a reporter when she was involved in a fatal car crash. Some contended that the crash was a
result of alcohol and drugs, others that she was deliberately run off the road as a result of union activi-
ties. The film starred Meryl Streep as Karen Silkwood and Cher as her best friend; both received Oscar
nominations for their stellar performances. Trade Union Films, supra note 1.
4. Directed by Elia Kazan, this 1954 film stared Marlon Brando in one of his greatest roles,
Terry Malloy. The film depicted Malloy's fight to stop the brutality used to enforce the violent reign of
the union president and his thugs. Trade Union Films, supra note 1.
5. In 1992, actor turned director Danny DeVito made the film Hoffa based on the life of the
man who ran the International Brotherhood of Teamsters for ten years, Jimmy Hoffa. The film cen-
tered on a series of flashbacks as Hoffa, played by Jack Nicholson, and an associate, played by DeVito,
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views which are held regarding unions. Irrespective of the fact that union
membership is on the decline,6 in today's turbulent economic landscape it
may seem that unions, not management, are the power brokers.7 Certainly,
loyal television and theatre fans may have recently wondered what hap-
pened to the good old adage "the show must go on."' In the past year, two
examples of the power wielded by the unions have occurred: the strike con-
ducted by Local One of the International Alliance of Theatrical Stage Em-
ployees ("Local One") and the strike held by the Writers Guild of America
("WGA").
On November 10, 2007, just in time for the holiday season, members
of Local One went on strike for the first time in "the union's 121-year his-
tory" against the League of American Theatres and Producers.' Local One
is the "union that represents the hundreds of carpenters, electricians, props
workers, lighting and sound technicians" that make sure the curtain rises
wait for a meeting with the Mafia. Hoffa mysteriously disappeared in 1975. Trade Union Films, supra
note 1.
6. As of the year 2000, "organized labor had lost over 75 percent of its share [of the private
workforce] since its high in the mid 1950s." Arthur F. Silbergeld & Adam C. Abrahms, How "Salting"
Has Preserved Since Town & Country, 9 No. 1 HR - ADV 5 (2003) (citing Bureau of Labor Statistics,
Union Trends and Data: U.S. Union Membership, 1948-2000).
7. One aggressive power tactic which unions have regularly employed to garner new members
and which has been sanctioned by the U.S Supreme Court is that of "salting." Salting occurs when a
union member obtains employment with a non-union employer for the purpose of organizing the other
workers for the union. Tualatin Elec., Inc. v. NLRB, 84 F.3d 1202, 1204 n.1 (9th Cir. 1996). In 1995, the
Supreme Court resolved a conflict among the circuits as to whether a salt could qualify as an employee.
NLRB v. Town & Country Elec., Inc., 516 U.S. 85, 86 (1995). In Town & Country, the Court unani-
mously approved the holding of the National Labor Relations Board ("NLRB") that paid union or-
ganizers who seek employment were statutory employees protected by the National Labor Relations
Act. Id. After the Town & Country decision, unions "expanded their use of salting as a means of
organizing and in many cases have intensified their efforts and been more brazen in their application."
Silbergeld & Abrahms, supra note 6. Recently, however, a majority of the NLRB held that the Na-
tional Labor Relations Act only protects persons truly interested in obtaining employment with the
employer. Toering Elec. Co., 351 N.L.R.B. No. 18, 2007 WL 2899733, at *1 (N.L.R.B. Sept. 29, 2007).
"Simply put, only those individuals genuinely interested in becoming employees can be discriminatorily
denied that opportunity on the basis of their union affiliation or activity; one cannot be denied what
one does not genuinely seek." Id. at *5. The majority went on to note that its holding was "neither
revolutionary nor restrictive of the statutory rights of employees, and derivatively of unions, to engage
in legitimate organizational or protected concerted activities, including salting campaigns." Id. How-
ever, the decision was "necessary to allay reasonable concerns that the Board's processes can be too
easily used for the private, partisan purpose of inflicting substantial economic injury on targeted nonun-
ion employers rather than for the public, statutory purpose of preventing unfair labor practices that
disrupt the flow of commerce." Id.
8. "The show must go on" is a well known phrase in the world of show business, meaning that
no matter what has happened, even if the star has a fever of 104 degrees and two broken legs, the show
must go on. It is not the performers, costumes, lights, or sets that are important, it is the show that the
audience has come to see, and it must go forward. In the early 1950's, one of the theater world's most
notable stars, Noel Coward, questioned this tenet when he composed "Why Must the Show Go On?"
Wikipedia.org, The Show Must Go On, http://en.wikipedia.org/wikilTheShowMust-GoOn (last vis-
ited Oct. 23, 2008).
9. Andrew Gans, Day Two: The Strike, But Not the Shows, Go On (Nov. 11, 2007), http://www.
playbill. com/news/article/112690.html. The League of American Theatres and Producers is now known
as The Broadway League; it is the national trade association for the Broadway industry. The Broadway
League, http://www.live broadway.com (last visited Oct. 23, 2008).
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on Broadway."o Almost all of the thirty-nine Broadway theaters are mem-
bers of the League of American Theaters and Producers." Consequently,
the strike left most of Broadway dark, "shuttering 27 shows."12
One bright spot in the theatre scene occurred just before
Thanksgiving. On November 21, 2007, New York Supreme Court Justice
Helen Freedman granted an injunction ordering the Broadway production
of "Dr Seuss' How the Grinch Stole Christmas! The Musical" to reopen
despite the strike." After hearing arguments from producers of the show
and owners of St. James Theater, where the show was playing, Judge Freed-
man noted, "one Grinch in the city is enough," and made her decision
"[f]or the sake of our city."' 4 The courtroom was filled with children from
the cast of the show who "shrieked with joy" as the ruling was
announced.
10. Campbell Robertson, Stagehands Bracing for Broadway Showdown, N.Y. TIMES, July 26,
2007, http://www. nytimes.com/2007/07/26/theater/26hand.html.
11. Wikipedia.com, 2007 Broadway Stagehand Strike, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2007_Broad-
way-stagehand-strike (last visited Oct. 23, 2008).
12. Campbell Robertson & John Holusha, Strike Settled, Broadway Races to Reopen Shows, N.Y.
TIMEs, Nov. 29, 2007, available' at http://www.nytimes.com/2007/11/29/theater/29cnd-stage.html?ref=
theater. The issues at the core of the dispute concerned "several work rules" that theater owners and
producers alleged were "particularly inefficient and costly," including the rule "that requires them to
pay stagehands $56 per hour, the highest pay rate, for mopping a stage before each performance," and
the "rule that requires making premium payments to stagehands who work on Sunday when other
Broadway workers, like actors, do not receive them," and the "rule that requires producers to maintain
a predetermined number of stagehands for every day of a load-in, the period when a show is being set
up in a theater, which can last for weeks. As a result of this rule . . . many stagehands get paid even
though they sit around for hours with nothing to do." Steve Greenhouse & Campbell Robertson, In
Broadway Dispute, Questions of Fairness, N.Y. TIMEs, Nov. 25, 2007, available at http://www.nytimes.
com/2007/11/25/nyregion/25broadway.html. The new five year contract, which came about as a result of
the strike, gave the members of Local One an increase in "wages between a 4% and 4.5% and allow[ed]
some flexibility in work scheduling." Broadway Stagehands Ratify New Contract (Dec. 10, 2007), http://
actorsequity.org/NewsMedia/news2007DeclO.StageHands.asp.
13. Christine Kearney & Edith Honan, Broadway Producers Sue Strikers, REUTERS, Nov. 21,
2007, available at http://www.reuters.com/article/entertainmentNews/idUSN2120127920071121.
14. Id.
15. Id. Judge Freedman was able to force the curtain to rise on "The Grinch" despite the strike
because the producers of the show were "not members of the League of American Theaters and Pro-
ducers, the management side of the current [I labor dispute." The producers had entered into "a
separate contract with striking stagehands' union Local One" due to the limited run of the show and an
increased performance schedule. Gordon Cox, 'Grinch' Hopes to Duck Strike, VARIETY, Nov. 19, 2007,
available at http://www.variety.com/article/VR1117976272.html. While an appeal of the ruling granting
the injunction had originally been planned, the theater owners dropped the case and "The Grinch"
completed its scheduled run. Andrew Gans, It's Over! Labor Dispute Resolved as Stagehands Strike
Ends (Nov. 28, 2007), http://www.playbill.com/news/article/113114.html. It is interesting to note that on
the same date that the producers of "The Grinch" filed for the injunction, November 20, 2007, the
Nederlander Producing Company, which owned nine of the twenty-seven theaters affected by the
strike, brought its own suit against the union for $35 million. Id. While the Nederlander Company is a
member of the League of American Theaters and Producers, Nederlander had a separate, distinct con-
tract with Local One. Id. Nederlander claimed that Local One had "been striking Nederlander houses
only to pressure the League of American Theaters and Producers to make a settlement with the union,
which makes the strike against the Nederlander theaters 'an unlawful secondary boycott."' Id. While
the National Labor Relations Act does not contain a definition of the term "secondary boycott," the
action has most frequently been defined as "a combination to influence A by exerting economic or
social pressure against persons with whom A deals." Richard A. Bock, Secondary Boycotts: Under-
standing NLRB Interpretation of Section 8(b)(4)(B) of the National Labor Relations Act, 7 U. PA. J.
LAB. & EMP. L. 905, 907 (2005) (citing Felix Frankfurter & Nathan Greene, THE LABOR INJUNCTION 43
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While "The Grinch" may have gotten its "Miracle on 44th Street,"16 it
has been estimated that the nineteen day strike cost producers and theater
owners close to $34.8 million and that the city of Manhattan lost revenue in
the amount of another $40 million."
As New York City was being hit hard by the picket lines of the stage-
hands' union, Los Angeles began to suffer due to the WGA strike which
began November 5, 2007 and officially ended February 12, 2008.18 The
strike by the WGA, which represented approximately twelve thousand
members on both the East and West coasts, resulted in the scrapping of the
"star-studded" Golden Globe Awards. The event could not go on when
members of other unions, including the actors who were to attend the
awards ceremony, demonstrated solidarity with the WGA by "refus[ing] to
cross the writers' picket lines."19 While the resolution of the strike "sal-
vaged the rest of the television season and removed [the] boycott" from the
(1939)); NLRB v. Jones & Laughlin Steel Corp., 301 U.S. 1 (1937)). See also Int'l Bhd. of Elec. Workers,
Local 501 v. NLRB, 181 F.2d 34, 37 (2d Cir. 1950) (reasoning that the direct impact of a secondary
boycott is not on the employer with which the union has a dispute, but on an unrelated third party, in
an effort to coerce the employer to capitulate to certain demands), affd, 341 U.S. 694 (1951). The
prohibition against secondary boycotts was added to the National Labor Relations Act in 1947 with the
enactment of the Taft Hartley Amendments. Currently, the relevant provision barring secondary boy-
cotts as an unfair labor practice found at 29 U.S.C. § 158(b)(4)(B) (2006) provides:
(b) Unfair labor practices by labor organization
It shall be an unfair labor practice for a labor organization or its agents -
(4) (i) to engage in, or to induce or encourage any individual employed by any person
engaged in commerce or in an industry affecting commerce to engage in, a strike or a refusal
in the course of his employment to use, manufacture, process, transport, or otherwise han-
dle or work on any goods, articles, materials, or commodities or to perform any services; or
(ii) to threaten, coerce, or restrain any person engaged in commerce or in an industry affect-
ing commerce, where in either case an object thereof is -
(B) forcing or requiring any person to cease using, selling, handling, transporting, or
otherwise dealing in the products of any other producer, processor, or manufacturer, or
to cease doing business with any other person, or forcing or requiring any other em-
ployer to recognize or bargain with a labor organization as the representative of his
employees unless such labor organization has been certified as the representative of
such employees under the provisions of section 159 of this title: Provided, That nothing
contained in this clause (B) shall be construed to make unlawful, where not otherwise
unlawful, any primary strike or primary picketing;
See also Overstreet v. United Bhd. of Carpenters & Joiners of Am., 409 F.3d 1199, 1199 (9th Cir. 2005)
(holding that the NLRB was not likely to prevail on claim that union's conduct was unfair labor prac-
tice where it "sought to enjoin union members' display of 'labor dispute' banners on public property
outside companies doing business with non-union contractors."); Jeff Vlasek, Hold Up the Sign and Lie
Like a Rug: How Secondary Boycotts Receive Another Lease on Life, 32 J. CORP. L. 179 (2006).
16. Campbell Robertson, The Broadway Strike, Now Starring the Grinch, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 22,
2007, http://www.nytimes.com/2007/11/22/theater/22broadway.html.
17. Campbell Robertson, Stagehands End Walkout on Broadway, N.Y. TIMEs, Nov. 29, 2007,
http://www.nytimes.com/2007/11/29/theater/29broadway.html. The strike also adversely affected
"Broadway Cares/Equity Fights AIDS, the nation's leading industry based, not-for-profit AIDS fun-
draising and grant making organization." It is during the holiday season that they make "post-curtain
call speeches asking for donati[ons] to the organization." Gans, supra note 15.
18. Solidarity Equals Success, SCREEN AcrORs GUILD MAGAZINE, Spring 2008, at 24.
19. Id. One of the key factors which make unions so powerful is the concept of "solidarity." In
essence, solidarity means that union members stick together. If one union goes on strike, members of
other unions support the strike. For example, during the WGA strike, members of SAG not only
refused to attend the Golden Globe Awards, some even worked the WGA picket lines. Id. In addition,
while "the writers strike was noble and necessary, it must be acknowledged that many [SAG] members
did make sacrifices. Many received no income for some or all of the four months until the strike's end.
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Academy Awards program, which was scheduled to take place in less than
two weeks, 2 0 it is estimated that the fourteen week strike cost "the Los
Angeles area economy alone an estimated $1 billion or more. "21
As this piece was being written, film devotees, television fans, and
those who worship the "Great White Way" 2 2 were anxious about additional
strikes. After several weeks of "insufficient progress" in contract talks, ne-
gotiations were suspended between the Screen Actors Guild ("SAG"),
which represents one hundred and twenty thousand actors, and the Alli-
ance of Motion Picture and Television Producers.2 3 Clearly, a SAG strike
has the potential to cripple the movie and television industries. Due to the
possibility of a strike, major studios have been unwilling for weeks to
"commit to starting new feature productions until a SAG deal is in hand-a
situation that some in the biz [were] calling a de facto strike."2 4
Writers weren't the only ones who went without a paycheck. So did many actors and craftspeople." At
the conclusion of the strike, the President of Screen Actors' Guild, Alan Rosenberg, noted, "[i]t was an
honor to support the WGA over the 100 days of the strike, and we will continue to work together to
better the lives of creative artists." During the Local One/IATSE strike, "[b]roadway performers and
stage managers" who were now out of work due to the strike "stood shoulder to shoulder with the
Stagehands, even as the emotional and financial pressure" on the performers and stage managers "in-
creased dramatically with every passing day. Equity members generated an extraordinary good will
among thousands of audience members disappointed at the cancelled shows by posing for photos, sign-
ing autographs and staging impromptu concerts and sing-alongs at the picket lines." Strike Ends!
Broadway Lights Shine Bright, Eourry NEws, Dec. 2007, at 1. Broadway musicians, members of the
local musicians union who were also unemployed due to the strike, showed their support, provided
musical accompaniment for the impromptu performances. Id. It is interesting to note that while the
Golden Globes were not able to go forward, the WGA did not tank fellow sister union members in
terms of their own awards show. During the strike, the WGA entered into an "interim agreement"
with Screen Actors' Guild so that the SAG Awards televised event could go forward. SAG's national
Executive director, Doug Allen, recognizing the "solidarity" between the two unions noted "WGA's
support for Screen Actors' Guild and the SAG Awards-an event that pays tribute to the extraordinary
work of actors and highlights the importance of the labor movement in the entertainment industry is
welcome recognition of the strong bond between our two creative guilds." SAG & WGA Enter Into
Interim Agreement For SAG Awards Writer, SCREEN AcrORs GUILD MAGAZINE, Special Issue Spring
2008, at 9.
20. Foxnews.com, Striking Writers May Be Back to Work Wednesday After Guild Recommends
Contract, http://www.foxnews.com/story/0,2933,330249,00.html (last visited Oct. 13, 2008).
21. Id. As a result of the strike, members of the WGA secured "a share of the burgeoning
digital-media market. . . including compensation for Internet-delivered TV shows and movies." While
the president of the Guild's West coast branch, Patric Verrone, noted that the new contract was "the
best deal this guild has bargained for in 30 years," he also added that the agreement was not all that "we
had hoped for and it is not all we deserve."
22. Due to the illumination created by electric marquees, Broadway was christened "The Great
White Way." Robert Rusie, Broadway 101 The History of the Great White Way, http://www.talkin
broadway.com/bwaylOl/1.html (last visited Oct. 13, 2008).
23. Lynette Rice, Actors' Strike Update: Sag Talks End With No Deal, Focus Now On AFTRA,
http://hollywoodinsider.ew.com/2008/05/sag-conglomerat.html (May 7, 2008).
24. Dave McNary, SAG, Studios Take the Weekend Off, VARIETY, Apr. 25, 2008, http://www.
variety.com/article/VR1117984653.html. SAG's sister union, the American Federation of Radio and
Television Artists ("AFTRA") had been slated to begin its talks with the Alliance of Motion Picture
and Television Producers on its limited number of "primetime shows" once the SAG negotiations are
completed. Variety Staff, SAG, Studios Making Progress, http://www.variety.comlarticlel
VR1117984302.html (last visited Oct. 13, 2008). AFTRA will ultimately have its own primetime con-
tract and would make its own decision about engaging in a strike if it were unable to reach an agree-
ment with the AMPTP. See AFTRA, http://www.aftra.org/aftra/aftra.htm (last visited Oct. 13, 2008).
As a result of the breakdown of the SAG negotiations, talks with AFTRA began May 7, 2008. Rice,
supra note 23.
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Across the country, theater buffs were focused on the talks between
Actors' Equity Association ("Equity"), representing actors and stage man-
agers, and the Broadway Theater League, representing theater owners and
producers.2 5 The word on the street was that the prospects for reaching a
"timely and mutually beneficial agreement" were "rosy" 26 -at least for
Broadway. Next winter, it is anticipated that a completely different set of
issues will be on that table when Equity undertakes "negotiations with the
League of Resident Theaters, the seventy-five or so large, nonprofit institu-
tional theaters around the country, including New York powerhouses like
Lincoln Center and the Roundabout Theater Company."27  The point is
that whether the always ominous threat of a strike actually becomes a real-
ity, the mere possibility of the union members taking such action is a major
bargaining chip for their bargaining representatives due to the potential
economic losses that a strike engenders.28
However, it is important to remember that the drama created by the
interaction between a union and management does not often fall within the
parameters of a simple morality play.29 As with most events involving
human endeavors, it is rare for one party to be cast in the role of absolute
good, while the other personifies pure evil.30 Nevertheless, real life efforts
25. Campbell Robertson, Broadway to Begin Labor Talks, N.Y. TIMES, Apr. 16, 2008, http://
www.nytimes.com/2008/04/16/theater/16equity.html. Talks between Equity and the Broadway League
were scheduled to begin Friday April 18, 2008. Id. The current Broadway contract expires on June 29,
2008. Id.
26. Robertson, supra note 25.
27. Id.
28. See supra notes 17 and 21.
29. Morality plays were allegorical dramas of the 15th and 16th centuries which were very popu-
lar in Europe and usually involving the fight for a human soul. The most well known English play of
this type is probably 'Everyman.' Wikipedia.com, Morality Play, http://en.wikipedia.org/wikilMoral-
ity play (last visited Oct. 23, 2008).
30. For example, over the next three years, Hershey, the major chocolate and candy manufac-
turer, is moving some of its production operations to Monterrey, Mexico. Hershey Moves to Mexico,
EQuiTy NEWS, Jan./Feb. 2008, at 12. It is anticipated that 1,500 jobs will be eliminated due to the
restructuring. Id. According to industry observers and executives with the company, however, the
move is not simply the product of "greed." Steve Chawkins, Town sees nothing sweet in chocolate plant
closing Globalization hits Oakdale as Hershey plans to move its factory to Mexico. Protesters ask, 'Who's
next?', L.A. TIMES, May 31, 2007, California Metro Section, available at 2007 WLNR 10149920. Rather,
earnings have been down due to higher dairy prices and "government agriculture supports keeping the
price of [domestic] sugar at least double the level in foreign markets." Id. In addition, Hershey's plants
are outdated and "tough to overhaul." Id. Michael D'Antonio, the author of a book based upon the life
of the founder of the company, Milton Hershey, expressed his view that he believed the company
would not be moving any of its production out of the U.S. if there was "any other option" and "[i]f it
were possible to stay and remain thriving." Id. In anticipation of the restructuring, "workers age 50 and
older have been offered early retirement packages adding several years' worth of service to their pen-
sions." Hershey Moves to Mexico, at 12. The severance package being provided workers affected by the
move has been described by union officials as "generous." Chawkins, supra. Despite such employee
benefits, in Hershey, PA., the "utopian company town" built by Hershey "where the street lights are
shaped like Kisses" a vow has been taken by "the granddaughter of H.B. Reese, creator of the Peanut
Butter cup . .. that no Hershey product, including the one named for her grandfather would ever pass
her lips again." Id.
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to unionize do involve risk and personal sacrifice, 31 though not always ma-
jor or dramatic events.3 2 Rather, the desire to join a union often lives in
the hearts of people who are simply trying to make a decent living. For
example, Final Offer is a 1985 Canadian documentary which tells the story
of the birth of the Canadian Auto Workers Union via contract negotiations
with General Motors. Bread and Roses, directed by Ken Loach, memori-
alizes the 1990 story of janitors in Los Angeles and their fight for better
working conditions, higher pay, and the right to unionize.3 4
The purpose of this essay is to tell the story of one small group of
actors and stage managers who had the courage and determination to exer-
cise their right to unionize. Specifically, the goal of this piece is to serve
as a reminder that regardless of the ultimate outcome, those who strive to
improve their lot in life by exercising their legal right to join a union and
who strike as a result of unfair labor practices, should always be cast as
heroes.
II. THE PLAYERS
On Saturday, December 1, 2007, when the fifteen votes cast by the
adult actors and assistant stage managers working in musical shows at a
theater located in a retail toy store in New York City36 were counted, it was
31. See supra notes 2 and 3. Both Silkwood and Norma Rae were based on the lives of actual
workers who gave much in the name of their unions. See Megan Rosenfeld, Through the Mill with
Crystal Lee and 'Norma Rae,' WASH. POST, June 11, 1980, available at http://faculty.lagcc.cuny.edul
jselden/normarae.htm for an excellent interview with Crystal Lee Sutton, the woman whose life
formed the basis for Norma Rae.
32. A key example of an historic event that led to unionization was the The Triangle Shirtwaist
Factory fire. This industrial tragedy occurred in New York City on March 25, 1911, and resulted in the
deaths of 146 garment workers. The disaster led to legislation which called for increased factory safety
standards and was the spark which ignited the International Ladies' Garment Workers' Union, which
fought for better working conditions for those who labored in sweatshops. The Triangle Factory Fire,
http://www.ilr.cornell.edultrianglefire/narrativel.html (last visited Nov. 30, 2008).
33. Final Offer, http://www.imdb.comltitle/tt0089144/ (last visited Oct. 13, 2008).
34. Bread and Roses, http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0212826/ (last visited Oct. 13, 2008). Justice for
Janitors is an on-going organizational movement that is part of the Service Employees International
Union ("SEIU"). Wikipedia.com, Justice for Janitors, http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Justice forJanitors
(last visited Oct. 23, 2008). In late 2006, striking Houston janitors and their employers reached an
agreement which increased hourly wages, lengthened shifts, and provided for family health coverage.
Id. The agreement "marked the first victory in the right-to-work South for SEIU's long-running Justice
for Janitors campaign that has organized low-wage workers at cleaning companies in 29 cities, including
Washington. Union and management advocates said [the agreement] signals a new phase of labor
organization in the South." Dale Russakoff, Houston Janitor Strike Ends with Agreement, WASH. POST,
Nov. 21, 2006, at D03, available at http://washingtonpost.com/wp-dyn/content/article/2006/11/20/AR
2006112001280_pf.html.
35. 29 U.S.C. § 157 (2006) ("[e]mployees shall have the right to self-organization, to form, join,
or assist labor organizations, to bargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing, and
to engage in other concerted activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or
protection . . . ."). Under 29 U.S.C. §158(a)(1) (2006), it is an unfair labor practice for an employer "to
interfere with, restrain, or coerce employees in the exercise" of their right to form or join a union.
36. ActorsEquity.org, Actors at American Girl Place Vote for Equity - Again! (Dec. 4, 2007),
http://www.actorsequity.org/NewsMedia/news2007/Dec4.AmericanGirlPlace.asp.
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determined that the majority had chosen to become members of the pro-
fessional actors' union for legitimate stage performers. The road to the
"nine in favor of Equity, six against"3 vote was not an easy one. It took
"18 months of campaigning; two petitions .. .; one Unfair Labor Practice
strike; one letter from the Actors signed by name, and two elections" for
this group's vision of the possibility of unionization to become a
probability.3 9 After a majority of employees vote to join the union, the
next step is for members of management and representatives of the newly
selected union to sit down at the bargaining table.40 In this instance, the
players who gathered at the table were sent by American Girl Place and
Equity.41
A. American Girl Place
"Celebrating girls and all that they can be. "42
American Girl, Inc. ("American Girl"), a wholly owned subsidiary of
Mattel, Inc.,43 is "devoted to celebrating the potential of girls ages 3 to 12"
by encouraging them "to dream, to grow, to aspire, to create, and to imag-
ine through a wide range of insightful books, age-appropriate and educa-
tional products, and unforgettable experiences." 4 4 The cornerstone of the
company appears to be dolls, dolls and more dolls, especially those based
on historic characters created by American Girl itself and the "Just Like
You" line which allows the purchaser to choose a combination of "hair and
eye color [and] skin tone" so that "[e]very girl can find a doll to match her
spirit and look-inside and out."45 A huge selection of doll clothes and
accessories, including hairbrushes, eyeglasses, skin care kits, wheelchairs,




39. Id. (statement of Flora Stamatiades, National Director, Organizing & Special Projects).
40. Id. ("'We are looking forward to sitting down to the bargaining table and swiftly completing
our negotiations,' said Ms. Stamatiades").
41. Id.
42. About American Girl, http://www.americangirl.com/corp/index.php (last visited Oct. 13,
2008).
43. Press Releases, Mattel Reports First Quarter 2008 Financial Results (Apr. 21, 2008), availa-
ble at http://www.shareholder.com/mattellnews/20080421-305554.cfm. In the company's own words,
Mattel is "the worldwide leader in the design, manufacture and marketing of toys and family product."
Id. In addition to American Girl products, the Mattel "family" also includes Barbie, Hot Wheels, as
well as Fisher-Price brand toys. Id. In the summer of 2007, however, the company "had to recall nearly
20,000,000 toys manufactured in China" due to "concerns regarding poisonous lead contamination, a
potentially lethal danger to children." Judge Rules For Equity in American Girl Place Dispute, Eourry
NEws, Sept. 2007, at 5.
44. TimeWarner.com, Oscar Nominee Abigail Breslin to Star as Kit Kittredge in the First Theat-
rical Adaptation From the American Girl Series (Apr. 2, 2007), http://www.timewarner.com/corp/news
room/pr/0,20812,1606816,00.html.
45. http://www.americangirl.com/corp/index.php (follow "Shop" hyperlink; then follow "Dolls"
hyperlink; then follow "Just Like You" hyperlink) (last visited Oct. 13, 2008).
46. http://www.americangirl.com/corp/index.php (follow "Shop" hyperlink) (last visited Oct. 14,
2008).
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The company also publishes books and a magazine4 7 and has co-pro-
duced three telefilms to date,48 with shooting to begin on the first major
feature film based on one of the American Girl dolls in the summer of
2008.49 The upcoming theatrical film will be an HBO Films production;o it
appears that HBO and American Girl have an on-going relationship with
plans "to develop a variety of multi-platform ventures including theatrical
films, series, specials and documentaries."5 1
American Girl products are not only available through a company cat-
alogue and on-line, but in its retail stores as well.5 2 The flagship stores in
Chicago, Manhattan, and Los Angeles, each known as "American Girl
Place,"53 offer a variety of magical experiences so that your visit to the
store with your child will be "a day she'll never forget." 54  These exper-
iences include the opportunity to dine with your doll for brunch, lunch,
afternoon tea, or dinner; a photo studio where a child may have her picture
taken with her doll; a Doll Hair Salon where the doll's hair is styled; a doll
hospital where the little girl can bring her doll "for everything from general
cleaning to 'major surgery;"' and, until recently, theaters where musicals
were staged featuring actors portraying characters based on the dolls.
On February 19, 2008, American Girl Place issued a memorandum ter-
minating all theater operations at all American Girl Place locations as of
September 1, 2008.56 The final theatrical performances of The American
Girls Revue, which "embodie[d] the same spirit that lies at the heart of the
entire American Girl brand-celebrating girls of yesterday and today,"57
occurred in Los Angeles on April 13, 2008,58 and will take place in Chicago
47. http://www.americangirl.com/corp/index.php (follow "Magazine" hyperlink) (last visited Oct.
14, 2008).
48. See Abigail Breslin to Star, supra note 44.
49. Id.
50. Id. "The film will be produced by HBO Films, Elaine Goldsmith-Thomas and Marisa Yeres,
from Goldsmith-Thomas Productions, in association with Julia Roberts and Lisa Gillan from Red Om
Films, and Ellen L. Brothers of American Girl, Inc."
51. Id.
52. See http://www.americangirl.com/corp/index.php (follow "Stores" hyperlink) (last visited
Oct. 14, 2008).
53. In addition to the American Girl Place stores, in 2007, American Girl, Inc. also opened
American Girl Boutiques and Bistros in Dallas and Atlanta. See http://www.americangirl.com/corp/
index.php (follow "Stores" hyperlink; follow "Dallas" hyperlink) (last visited Oct. 14, 2008). According
to Mattel's report of first quarter earnings for 2008, "gross sales for the American Girl Brands business
unit, which offers American Girl branded products directly to consumers, were 69.1 million, up 10
percent versus last year, driven by sales in the Atlanta and Dallas boutiques ..... Press Releases,
Mattel Reports First Quarter 2008 Financial Results, available at http://www.shareholder.com.matteU
news/20080421-305554.cfm (last visited Apr. 22, 2008).
54. http://www.americangirl.com/corp/index.php (follow "Stores" hyperlink) (last visited Oct. 14,
2008).
55. Id.; http://www.americangirl.com/stores/experience-theater.php (last visited Oct. 14, 2008).
56. Chris Jones & Sandra M. Jones, American Girl to Close the Curtain on Theaters, CHI. TRIB.,
Feb. 20, 2008, available at http://chicago.metromix.com/theater/article/american-girl-to-close/313257/
content.
57. Press Release, The American Girls Revue Debuts at American Girl Place New York (Nov.
30, 2008), http://shareholder.com/mattellnews/20031103-126957.cfm (Statement of Scott Davidson,
American Girl Theater director and the show's executive producer).
58. http://www.americangirl.com/stores/experience-theater.php (last visited Oct. 14, 2008).
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on September 1, 2008.59 Per the memorandum, September 1, 2008 will also
mark the closing of the second Chicago show, Bitty Bear's Matinee: The
Family Tree.60 In New York, the final curtain came down September 1,
2008, on both of the live theater productions currently offered, Circle of
Friends: an American Girls Musical and Bitty Bear's Matinee: The Family
Tree.6 1
B. Actors' Equity Association
Hi-diddle-dee-dee
An actor's life for me
A high silk hat and a silver cane
A watch of gold with a diamond chain
Hi-Diddle dee-day
An actor's life is gay
It's great to be a celebrity
An actor's life for me62
By the early 1900s, "exploitation had become a permanent condition
of an actor's employment."6' Actors and stage managers basically lived at
the mercy of producers, having "little control over their careers or even
their lives." 64 Normal working conditions included accepting that there
would be no pay during unlimited rehearsal periods and no compensation
for holidays.6 5 Mmembers of a company could be stranded with no funds to
travel home if a show closed on the road, and actors were required to pay
for their own costumes.6 6 In response to such abuses, in May of 1913, one
hundred and twelve professional actors banded together to form a union
which they called "Actors Equity" because the name "seemed to encom-
pass what they were fighting for."6' Their goal was to "advance, promote,
foster and benefit" all those involved in the theatrical world and especially
"the profession of acting and the conditions of persons engaged therein."68
59. http://www.americangirl.com/stores/location-chi.php (last visited Oct. 14, 2008).
60. Id.
61. http://www.americangirl.com/stores/location-ny.php (last visited Oct. 14, 2008).
62. These lyrics are from the song "Hi-Diddle-Dee-Dee," music by Leigh Karline and lyrics by
Ned Washington. The song is from Pinnochio, the second animated feature cartoon produced by Walt
Disney and released in theaters by RKO pictures on February 7, 1940. http://en.wikipedia.org/wikill
Pinnocchio-(1940-film); http://www.lyricsdownload.com/walt-disney-hididdledeedee-an-actors-life-for-
me-lyrics.html (last visited Oct. 14, 2008).
63. http://www.actorsequity.org/AboutEquity/historicaloverview.asp (last visited Oct. 14, 2008).
64. http://www.actorsequity.org/docs/aboutlequity-glance.pdf (last visited Oct. 14, 2008).
65. http://www.actorsequity.org/AboutEquity/historicaloverview.asp (last visited Oct. 14, 2008).
66. http://www.actorsequity.org/docs/about/equity-glance.pdf (last visited Oct. 14, 2008).
67. Id. The Equity Constitution was also drafted in May of 1913 and Equity "was formally recog-
nized on July 18, 1919, by the American Federation of Labor (later to become the AFL-CIO)." http://
www.actorsequity.orglaboutequity/historicaloverview.asp (last visited Oct. 14, 2008).
68. Preamble to the Equity Constitution, Adopted 1913, available at http://www.actorsequity.org/
docs/aboutlequity-glance.pdf (last visited Oct. 14, 2008).
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Throughout its history, Equity has continued to fight for rights and
liberties. Since the 1940s, Equity has taken a strong stand against segrega-
tion "both in the audience and on stage."6 9 In the 1950s, the union refused
to join the McCarthy bandwagon and never blacklisted any of its mem-
bers." In addition, Equity has consistently adopted policies to create addi-
tional work opportunities for women, people of color, seniors, actors, and
stage managers with disabilities.
Ninety-five years after its founding, Equity represents over 45,000
American actors and stage managers who work in professional theatre.
Equity acts as the "collective voice of its members" 7 2 to secure decent mini-
mum salaries, including rehearsal pay, safe and fair working conditions,
health and pension benefits, and to establish rules regulating dealings with
theatrical agents.7 1 The labor union is "member-driven, self-governing and
self-supported . . . funded by members' dues and initiation fees."74
Arguably, being a member of a union while at the same time being an
artist can seem like a bit of a contradiction. As one actor remarked at an
early membership meeting, "'what we have cannot be capitalized. What
we give cannot be weighed and measured!"' This tension between being
classified as "a worker" verses being an "actor" "has always been Equity's
struggle: to be seen, not as self-denying ascetics who care only for Art with
a capital 'A,' but as people who work for a living, proud workers who de-
serve the same consideration and respect as anyone else."7 Ultimately,
the role of Equity is to stand behind each of its members as they "[w]ork
together for the dignity of all those connected with the art of the theatre. "76
III. THE PLAY'S THE THING - A DRAMA IN Two Acrs
More relative than this-the play's the thing
Wherein I'll catch the conscience of the King.
- William Shakespeare
Hamlet Act 2, scene 2, lines 605-06
69. http://www.actorsequity.org/docs/aboutlequity-glance.pdf (last visited Oct. 14. 2008).
70. Wikipedia.com, Actors' Equity Association, http://en.wikipedia.org/wikilActors'_EquityAs-
sociation (last visited Oct. 14, 2008). In 1997, after apologizing for Screen Actors Guild's participation
in the Hollywood Blacklist, the president of Screen Actors Guild recognizing that "Only our sister
union, Actors Equity Association, had the courage to stand behind its members and help them to
continue their creative lives in the theater. For that, we honor Actors Equity tonight." Id. (citing Greg
Krizman, Hollywood Remembers the Blacklist, SCREEN AcrORs GUILD MAGAZINE, Jan. 1998).
71. http://www.actorsequity.org/AboutEquity/historicaloverview.asp (last visited Oct. 14, 2008).
72. http://www.backstage.com/bso/career advice/unions/equity.jsp (last visited Oct. 14, 2008).
73. http://www.actorsequity.org/docs/about/equity-glance.pdf (last visited Oct. 14, 2008).
74. http://www.backstage.comlbso/career-advice/unions/equity.jsp (last visited Oct. 14, 2008).
75. http://www.actorsequity.org/docs/aboutlequity-glance.pdf (last visited Oct. 14, 2008).
76. Id.
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Act L Unfair Labor Practices
Scene 1. Opening Salvos
Beginning in February 2006, Equity's National Director of Organizing,
Flora Stamatiades, attempted to contact the president of American Girl
Place, Ellen Brothers, at the company's home office in Wisconsin." In her
letter addressed to the president, Ms. Stamatiades suggested that the em-
ployer meet with Equity to discuss American Girl Place entering into a
collective-bargaining agreement which would cover the live theatrical pro-
ductions currently running in Chicago and New York, and those shows the
employer anticipated opening in Los Angeles.7 1 When a reply was not re-
ceived by mid-February, a second letter was sent. 7 9 On February 24, 2006,
Ms. Stamatiades received a correspondence from the in-house counsel for
American Girl Place informing Equity that "the Employer was not inter-
ested in signing an agreement with the Union."s0 In March 2006, Equity
representatives had their initial meeting with the actors performing at the
American Girl Place Theater in New York."* On May 3, 2006, Ms. Stama-
tiades sent another letter to Ms. Brothers informing her that "a majority of
the adult actors at the Manhattan location designated the Union as their
collective-bargaining representative."8 2 Ms. Stamatiades "requested an op-
portunity to meet" with Ms. Brothers in order to "demonstrate such
support."83
During this time, the actors working at American Girl Place Theater
had been in the process of negotiating with their employer for additional
stipends to be paid for slow weeks in June when there were no shows and
for pay increases in the per show rate under which they were paid when
they performed.8 4 The actors' immediate contact for these negotiations
was Heather de Michele, the artistic director for American Girl Place.
De Michelle communicated the actors' requests to corporate headquarters
and it appeared that a "stipend of $200 a week for three weeks in June"
and a raise of $6.00 per show for the adult actors would be possible and the
company would still "come in $3,000 ahead at the end of the Year."" De
Michele had a meeting already scheduled with the adult actors May 11,
2006, and she asked for permission to share this information with them."
However, as a result of the May 3rd letter advising American Girl Place
that Equity was now the designated collective-bargaining representative ,88
77. Am. Girl Place, Inc. and Actors' Equity Ass'n, No. 2-CA-37791, 2007 WL 2323851, at *4





82. Id. at *5.
83. Am. Girl Place, Inc. and Actors' Equity Ass'n, supra note 77, at *5.
84. Id. at *4.
85. Id.
86. Id. at *5-6.




the employee relations manager for American Girl Place, after consulting
legal counsel, chose to "just postpone any more discussions or decisions
about any changes in the show rate until the matter of representation was
resolved."8 9 The decision was made to ensure that the employer gave no
''appearance to our actors that we were trying to persuade them not to join
Equity because they were going to get a benefit or a pay increase." 90
Having received no response to her communication of May 3rd, Ms.
Stamatiades wrote two additional times to Ms. Brothers during May, each
time requesting a meeting." On June 13, 2006, Ms. Stamatiades was finally
advised by letter that American Girl Place "did not believe that the Union
represented a majority of employees in an appropriate unit," and the em-
ployer "suggested that the Union file a petition for an election with the
[National Labor Relations] Board."92
Scene 2. The T-Shirt Campaign
In mid-June, Ms. Stamatiades had a meeting with four of the lead ac-
tors at American Girl Place and suggested a "T-shirt campaign" as the next
move in achieving recognition.93 The actors began to wear these shirts,
which "prominently displayed the Union's name and logo and the words
"Support Equity Theatre UNITE" as they entered and left the theater and
during vocal warm-ups.94 These four actors also wore their T-shirts at the
June 18, 2006 meeting called by de Michele and Pat Keating, the director of
human resources for American Girl Place. 95
The actors present at the June meeting testified that de Michele told
them that "if Equity were to come in everything would change. There
would be a lack of flexibility. There would be a lot of rigidness toward
things such as covers having to be at every show. There would be a lack of
flexibility with having other jobs. And there would also be a lack of flexi-
bility with such issues as vocal rest."9 6 Finally, after gesturing toward the
group wearing their union T-shirts, de Michele stated, "now that we see
where your loyalties lie, we are no longer going to be able to give you that
raise that we had discussed earlier." 97






95. Am. Girl Place, Inc. and Actors' Equity Ass'n, supra note 77 at *7.
96. Id. at *2. A hearing was held in New York City by Judge Steven Davis regarding the unfair
labor charges brought by Equity against American Girl Place on May 21-23, 2007. Judge Davis consid-
ered his "observation of the demeanor of the witnesses" in making his ultimate ruling in the case. Id.
The testimony is that of Calandra Hackeny, which was corroborated by Roseanne Ciparick and Mat-
thew Sanders; all three actors, along with Stephanie Tennill, wore their Union T-shirts to the meeting
held June 18, 2006. Id. at *7. As one of the actors explained to presiding Judge Steven Davis at the
hearing, "because the actors use their voices extensively in their jobs they must take time off from
work, sometimes weeks at a time, to rest their voices. In addition, they needed to have second jobs to
support themselves." Id. at *8.
97. Am. Girl Place, Inc. and Actors' Equity Ass'n, supra note 77 at *7.
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According to de Michele's own testimony, she told the actors that
American Girl Place had informed Equity "that it did not believe that it
needed a union coming between it and the actors inasmuch as it offers a
safe, fair working environment, and further believed that the Union's in-
volvement would make the work place more 'rigid."' 98 She also stated that
American Girl Place had advised Equity that if it wished to pursue the
matter further, the Union should contact the National Labor Relations
Board ("NLRB") 9 9 and ask for an election.100 Regarding the pay raise,
"[s]he noted that although it was clear by their wearing the Union shirts
where their loyalties are," ox American Girl Place "could not make any
unscheduled changes in their contract because it could look like it [was]
trying to sway them or buy their vote."' 02 One of the actors then queried
"so you won't pay us what we deserve because the [Union] is involved?"103
De Michele replied "that the pay raise was 'almost finalized when all this
came up."' 104
As a result of the June 18 meeting, on July 25, 2006, Equity filed a
charge of Unfair Labor Practices ("ULP") with the NLRB on behalf of the
thespians against American Girl Place.'s The ULP charge asserted that
American Girl Place had engaged in unfair labor practices by withholding a
promised wage increase because the actors showed support for the union
and by threatening the actors with more onerous working conditions if Eq-
uity was selected as their collective bargaining agent. 06
Scene 3. The Actors Strike & American Girl Place Strikes Back
The culmination of the increased tension between the actors and
"management's reluctance to negotiate with Equity"107 was a two day
strike by the actors beginning on August 3, 2006.108 "At considerable per-
sonal risk, a group of courageous non-Equity actors demonstrated in front
98. Id. at *9.
99. "The National Labor Relations Board is an independent Federal Agency created in 1935 to
enforce the National Labor Relations Act. It conducts secret-ballot elections to determine whether
employees want union representation and it investigated and remedies unfair labor practices by em-
ployers and unions." Id. at *22.
100. Id. at *9.
101. Id.
102. Id.
103. Am. Girl Place, Inc. and Actors' Equity Ass'n, supra note 77 at *9.
104. Id.
105. Andrew Solomon, Equity Alleges Unfair Labor Practices, BACKSTAGE, July 27, 2006, http://
www.backstage.com/bso/news-reviews/unions/article-display.jsp?vnu-contentid=1002914141 (last vis-
ited Nov. 30, 2008).
106. AEA vs. AGP: Judge Rules in Favor of Actors at American Girl Place, Aug. 17, 2007, http:/l
www.actorsequity.org/NewsMedia/news2007/Augl7.AmericanGirlPlace.asp (last visited Mar. 16, 2008)
(statement of Flora Stamatiades, National Director, Organizing & Special Projects).
107. Andrew Salomon, NLRB: Union Vote Can Proceed, BACKSTAGE, Nov. 3, 2006, http://www.
allbusiness.com/services/amuse,emt-recreation-services/4577631-1.html (last visited May 27, 2008).
108. Actors' Equity Files Petition for Election with NLRB on Behalf of American Girl Place Ac-
tors, Aug. 10, 2006, http://www.actorsequity.org/NewsMedialnews2006/August3.AmericanGirl.asp (last
visited Mar. 31, 2008). It is interesting to note that with the anticipated pay raise of $6.00 per show, the
salary being paid to principal adult actors by American Girl Place would have been comparable to what
the actors would have earned under an equity contract. Am. Girl Place, Inc., 2007 WL 2323851, at *8.
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of [American Girl Place] during a brutal heat wave to confirm their right to
unionize."109 While the actors walked the picket line, they were replaced
in their roles on stage by "the theater manager" and "a manager in the
doll's hair salon."' Although the actors returned to work and were paid
by the store for the time they missed,"' the central issue of "whether man-
agement would recognize the actors' attempts to join Actors' Equity Asso-
ciation and thereby receive the benefits a union contract would provide"
was not resolved.1 12 Consequently, on August 10, 2006, Equity filed a peti-
tion on behalf of the actors at American Girl Place with the NLRB "for an
election to recognize the Union as the bargaining agent for the perform-
ers."113 Then, on November 1, 2006, American Girl Place decided to "re-
turn[ ] fire" in its "legal skirmish" with Equity.114
American Girl Place filed ULP charges with the NLRB "maintain[ing]
that Equity had been granting membership to adult actors and assistant
stage managers who would not ordinarily be qualified to join the union
under its membership requirements. Memberships were offered, the
charge asserted, in return for support of Equity's efforts to organize.""' A
spokeswoman for American Girl Place said that while management had
been "planning and preparing for the secret-ballot election," now that this
information had come to light, "[t]he environment has been tainted to such
a degree that it can't allow for a fair election.""' As the spokeswoman for
Equity pointed out, however, the issue in the election was "strictly about
whether or not the adult actors and assistant stage managers want Actors'
Equity to be their bargaining agent.""' Only after a win by Equity and a
The biggest difference would have been in the number of shows an actor would have been required to
perform per week. Id. On a busy week, there are more than 20 shows at the store. Id. In this instance,
the applicable equity contract for the type of production at issue would be the Theater for Young
Audiences ("TYA") contract. Andrew Salomon, Equity Alleges Unfair Labor Practices, July 27, 2006,
http://www.backstage.com/bso/news_reviews/unions/article-display.jsp (last visited Mar. 31, 2008).
Under the TYA contract in effect at the time of the strike, the total cost to the producer for each actor
would have been approximately "$550 per week; a $403 salary; a health care contribution of $123; and a
pension contribution of about $12." Id.
109. AEA vs. AGP: Judge Rules in Favor of Actors at American Girl Place, http://www.actors
equity.org/NewsMedia/news2007/Augl7.AmericanGirlPlace.asp (last visited Oct. 22, 2008) (statement
of Flora Stamatiades, National Director, Organizing & Special Projects).
110. Campbell Robertson, Actors at American Girl Place Go on Strike, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 4, 2006,
available at http://www.nytimes.com/2006/08/04/theater/04girl.html (last visited Apr. 26, 2008).
111. Andrew Solomon, Actors Return to Work at American Girl, BACKSTAGE, Aug. 7, 2006, http://
www.backstage.com/bso/news-reviews/unions/article-display.jsp?vnu content-id=1002951385 (last vis-
ited Mar. 31, 2008).
112. Id.
113. Actors' Equity Files Petition for Election with NLRB on Behalf of American Girl Place Ac-
tors, Aug. 10, 2006, http://www.actorsequity.org/NewsMedia/news2006/August3.AmericanGirl.asp (last
visited Mar. 31, 2008).
114. Campbell Robertson, American Girl Place Returns Fire in Legal Skirmish With a Union, N.Y.




117. Andrew Salomon, NLRB: Union Vote Can Proceed, BACKSTAGE, Nov. 3, 2006, http://www.
allbusiness.comlservices/amuse,emt-recreation-services/457763-1 .html (last visited Dec. 18, 2008).
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union contract with American Girl Place, "would the issue of membership
apply to the theater employees."' 1 8
On November 2, 2006, the NLRB ruled that the election scheduled for
November 17 and 18, 2006 should go forward as planned irrespective of the
ULP charge filed by American Girl Place against Equity the previous
day.1 19 While the November election resulted in a vote to join the
Union, 120 due to the claim by American Girl Place that Equity "had un-
fairly influenced the voting . . . [b]oth sides agreed to hold the election
again ... ."121 It was not until the December 2007, after a ruling in favor of
the actors at American Girl Place that the employer had engaged in unfair
labor practices,1 2 2 and after a clear majority of the actors signed a second
petition "requesting Equity representation" that a second election was
held. 123  Equity was once again chosen by the adult actors and assistant
stage managers as their bargaining representative. 124
Act II The Decision
In early December of 2006, the NLRB "found merit" in the charges
which Equity had brought the previous July against American Girl
118. Id. There are several ways a person can become a member of Equity, none of which were
applicable to most of the actors at American Girl Place. These include being cast in an Equity role in
an Equity show and thereby receiving an Equity contract, working a total of 50 weeks in Equity shows
as an Equity Membership Candidate, or joining through an affiliated entertainment union, such as
Screen Actors Guild or American Federation of Television and Radio Artists. See How to Join, http://
www.actorsequity.org/membership/howtojoin.asp (last visited Mar. 15, 2008). It should also be noted
that the Union bylaws provide its governing body leeway in determining the criteria for membership.
Article II, Section 6 of the Equity Constitution states, "The National Council shall be the sole judge in
all matters of election to membership and qualifications of applicants." Andrew Salomon, NLRB:
Union Vote Can Proceed, BACKSTAGE, Nov. 3, 2006, http://www.allbusiness.com/services/amuse,emt-
recreation-services/4577631-1.html (last visited Dec. 18, 2008).
119. Andrew Salomon, NLRB: Union Vote Can Proceed, BACKSTAGE, Nov. 3, 2006, http://www.
allbusiness.com/services/amuse,emt-recreation-services/4577631-1.html (last visited Dec. 18, 2008).
120. Campbell Robertson, Bitty Bear and the Secret Ballot, N.Y. TIMES, Nov. 20, 2006, available at
http://www.nytimes.com/2006/11/20/theater/20girl.html?partner=rssnyt&emc=rss (last visited Dec. 18,
2008) ("The adult actors who work for the theater at the American Girl Place store on Fifth Avenue
voted 7 to 5 in a secret ballot election . . . to take on Actors' Equity Association as their bargaining
representative.").
121. Campbell Robertson, Role for Actors' Equity at American Girl Place, N.Y. TIMEs, Dec. 4,
2007, available at http://www.nytimes.com/2007/12/04/theater/04arts-ROLEFORACTORBRF.html?
fta=y ](last visited Dec. 18, 2008). On December 13, 2006, Equity countered the allegation of American
Girl Place concerning its action prior to the November election by filing an additional ULP charge in
which the Union asserted that the company had "funneled unlawful payments to actors leading up to
the election held in November." Actors' Equity Association Files New ULP Against American Girl
Claiming Company Funneled Unlawful Payments to Actors Leading Up to election, Dec. 15, 2006, http://
www.actorsequity.org/NewsMedia/news2006/Decl5.AmericanGirlNLRB.asp (last visited Oct. 22,
2008). It was asserted that for several weeks prior to the vote which would decide whether the Union
would be the new bargaining representative for the adult actors and assistant stage managers, some
actors were paid a "Special Pay Consideration" of $200 a week. Id. These payments were made to
understudies, who, according to company "past practice and policy, do not receive such payments.
These recipients were part of the Excelsior List, or list of employees, agreed-to by both parties, who
would be eligible to vote" in the upcoming November election. Id.
122. See infra notes 132-71 and accompanying text.
123. AEA vs. AGP: Judge Rules in Favor of Actors at American Girl Place, Aug. 17, 2007. http://
www.actorsequity.org/NewsMedialnews2007/Augl7.AmericanGirlPlace.asp.
124. See supra notes 36, 37 and accompanying text.
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Place. 125 The employer was given until December 14, 2006 "to submit a
written response to the charges. "126 A hearing was ultimately held May 21-
23, 2007 in New York City.12 7 Finally, on August 10, 2007, "[t]he long-
simmering battle between Actors' Equity and American Girl Place took a
dramatic turn . .. when an [NLRB] Administrative Law Judge" ruled that
American Girl Place had engaged in "various unfair labor practices which
culminated in the actors two day strike" during the summer of 2006.128 In
his decision, Judge Steven Davis found that the actions of American Girl
Place had violated the National Labor Relations Act ("the Act") in three
specific instances.129
Scene 1. No Wage Increase Because of Support for the Union
In its complaint, Equity alleged that the respondent, American Girl
Place, had engaged in ULP when it informed the actors that they did not
receive a raise due to their support of the Union.'3 0 To determine whether
a supervisor's statements, in this case that of Ms. de Michele at the June 18
meeting,131 violated Section 8(a)(1) of the Act, 132 the court examined
"whether under all the circumstances the remark reasonably tends to re-
strain, coerce, or interfere with the employee's rights guaranteed under the
Act."133 At the June 18 meeting, de Michele gestured to the actors wearing
the Union t-shirts and stated, "now that we see where your loyalties lie"
and that no raise would be forthcoming.t 34 As the court correctly noted, it
125. NLRB Hearing, National Labor Relations Board Finds Merit in Equity's ULP Against Ameri-
can Girl - Hearing set for February, Dec. 7, 2006, http://www.actorsequity.org/NewsMedia/news2006/
Dec7.AmericanGirlNLRB.asp.
126. Id.
127. Am. Girl Place, 2007 WL 2323851, at *2.
128. AEA vs. AGP, Judge Rules in Favor of Actors at American Girl Place, Aug. 17, 2007 http://
www.actorsequity.org/NewsMedia/news2007/Augl7.AmericanGirlPlace.asp (last visited Dec. 18, 2008).
129. Am. Girl Place, 2007 WL 2323851, at *18-19. The court also addressed the assertion by
American Girl Place that certain documents subpoenaed by counsel for the General Counsel were
privileged or protected by the attorney-client and work product doctrines. Id. at *9. The court ad-
dressed each of the documents it had found not privileged and had directed be disclosed to the General
Counsel over the objections of American Girl Place. Id. at *9-11. Recognizing that three of the docu-
ments were "arguably subject" to protection, Judge Davis, after noting that he did not believe that
American Girl Place "ha[d] been prejudiced by their disclosure to the General Counsel and their re-
ceipt in [to] evidence," declined to rely on these documents "in making [his] findings" in the case. Id. at
*11.
130. Id. at *12.
131. See supra notes 94-106 and accompanying text.
132. 29 U.S.C. § 158 (a)(1) (2005), also referred to as Section 8(a)(1), provides that: "[it shall be
an unfair labor practice for an employer- (1) to interfere with, restrain, or coerce employees in the
exercise of the rights guaranteed in section 157 of this title." 29 U.S.C. § 157 (1947) provides that:
"[e]mployees shall have the right to self-organization, to form, join, or assist labor organizations, to
bargain collectively through representatives of their own choosing, and to engage in other concerted
activities for the purpose of collective bargaining or other mutual aid or protection, and shall also have
the right to refrain from any or all of such activities except to the extent that such right may be affected
by an agreement requiring membership in a labor organization as a condition of employment as author-
ized in section 158(a)(3) of this title."
133. Am. Girl Place, 2007 WL 2323851, at *12 (citing In re Exterior Sys., Inc., 338 N.L.R.B. 677,
678 (2002)).
134. Am. Girl Place, 2007 WL 2323851, at *12.
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was irrelevant whether Ms. de Michele actually "said that the raise would
not be provided or that it had been put on hold or that the consideration of
the raise was being postponed.""13  "The Board has long held that an em-
ployer violated Section 8(a)(1) if it advises employees that it will withhold
wage increases or accrued benefits because of union activities."1 36
The court then drew an analogy between the instant matter and the
decision in Sacramento Recycling & Transfer Station' 7 which found a viola-
tion of Section 8(a)(1) where employer placed the "onus for the denial" of
a raise on the Union when it informed its employees that it could no longer
consider granting them a raise "because it would be considered a bribe to
defeat the Union. "138 At the June 18th meeting, after noting that it was
clear where their loyalties lay due to the wearing of the Union t-shirts, de
Michele told the actors that while the employer had been working on
"completing the process" to increase their wages, no "unscheduled
changes" could now be made "in their contract because it could look like
[the employer was] trying to sway them or buy their vote."' 39 Judge Davis
held that it was "clear" that de Michele's remarks unlawfully "tended to
restrain, coerce, or interfere with the employees' rights under the Act to
have their wage raise considered" regardless of whether the actors and as-
sistant stage managers supported Equity.'40
Scene 2. The Threat of a More Onerous Work Environment
The complaint also alleged that Section 8(a)(1) of the Act was violated
when American Girl Place threatened the actors with more "onerous
working conditions" if they chose Equity as "their collective-bargaining
representative."14' The actors reported being told by de Michele that if
they became members of the Union "'everything would change' - there
would be a lack of flexibility regarding granting time for vocal rest and
employees' holding second jobs, benefits which they enjoyed at that time
and a 'more rigid work environment."" 42 Judge Davis ruled that "[e]ven
though the employees were open Union supporters, de Michele's com-
ments were clearly coercive"143 and in violation of the Act.144
American Girl Place correctly argued that Section 8(c) of the Act1 45
does allow "an employer to express any views or opinion to employees if
135. Id.
136. Id. (quoting Invista, 346 N.L.R.B. 1269, 1270 (2006)). See also Earthgrains Baking Cos., 339
N.L.R.B. 24, 28 (2003); Grass Valley Grocery Outlet, 322 N.L.R.B. 1449, 1451 (2000).
137. 345 N.L.R.B. 564, 565 (2005).
138. Am. Girl Place, 2007 WL 2323851 at *13 (citing Sacramento Recycling & Transfer Station,
345 N.L.R.B. No. 39, slip op. 1-2 (Aug. 27, 2005)).
139. Id. at *9.
140. Id. at *13.
141. Id.
142. Id.
143. Id. (citing Seton Co., 332 N.L.R.B. 979, 981 (1999)).
144. Am. Girl Place, 2007 WL 2323851 at *13 (citing Topside Constr. Co., 329 N.L.R.B. 886, 891
(1999); Allegheny Ludlum Corp., 320 N.L.R.B. 484 (1995)).
145. 29 U.S.C. § 158(c) (2006), also referred to as § 8(c) provides:
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such expression 'contains no threat of reprisal or force or promise of bene-
fit."" 46 The court explained, however, that de Michele's remarks to the
actors went far beyond a simple expression of the employer's view of how
becoming a union house would affect the relationship between the actors
and American Girl Place.' 47 Rather, her "comments went far beyond that
deemed permissible."' 48 The Board has held that while an employer may
predict "the precise effects of unionization," any such prediction "must be
carefully made on the basis of objective fact to convey an employer's belief
as to demonstrably probabl[e] consequences beyond its control."' 49 The
comments and remarks by de Michele did not constitute such "objective
evidence.""'o In addition, while an employer "may advise employees" of
the possible ramifications of unionization, such advisement must be done
"in a manner which is moderate in tone."' 5 ' Contrary to the spirit of this
admonition, de Michele's "remarks were direct threats that if the Union
succeeded in organizing the actors there would be less flexibility and more
rigidity concerning matters which were vitally important to them-vocal
rest and working second jobs."152 Again, the employer was found to have
engaged in unfair labor practices. 153
The expressing of any views, argument, or opinion, or the dissemination thereof, whether in
written, printed, graphic, or visual form, shall not constitute or be evidence of an unfair labor
practice under any of the provisions of this subchapter, if such expression contains no threat of
reprisal or force or promise of benefit.
146. Am. Girl Place, Inc., 2007 WL 2323851 at *13.
147. Id.
148. Id. at *14.
149. Id. (quoting NLRB v. Gissel Packing Co., 395 U.S. 575, 618 (1965)).
150. Id.
151. Id. (citing Tri-Cast, Inc., 274 N.L.R.B. 377, 378 (1985)).
152. Am. Girl Place, Inc., 2007 WL 2323851 at *14.
153. Id. Judge Davis also considered Equity's allegation that American Girl Place had violated
the Act by making statements which equated the actors support for the Union as constituting disloyalty
to the employer. Id. If such a statement had been made, it too would have violated Section 8(a)(1). Id.
(quoting HarperCollins San Francisco v. NLRB, 79 F.3d 1324, 1330 (2d Cir. 1996) ("Statements equat-
ing union activity with disloyalty to the employer constitute coercion in violation of Section 8(a)(1)")).
In making this argument, the General Counsel relied upon Medicare Assoc., Inc., 330 N.L.R.B. 935
(2000), where the Board found a violation when an employer instructed an employee she had to choose
sides in a union campaign and that the employer needed her on his side, thereby "equat[ing] loyalty to
the employer with opposition to the union." Id. (quoting Medicare Assoc., 330 N.L.R.B. at 941-942).
The court, however, found no violation in the instant case. Judge Davis, after recognizing that there
would have to be a "direct reference equating protected activity with disloyalty to the employer," held
that de Michele's observations that she knew where the actors' loyalties lay did not constitute such an
accusation of disloyalty. Id. at *14-15 (quoting Sea Breeze Health Care Ctr., 331 N.L.R.B. 1131, 1132
(2000). See also Ferguson-Williams, Inc., 322 N.L.R.B. 695, 699 (1996) (employer castigated employees
and told them he was "greatly offended by [their] disloyalty"); House Calls, Inc., 304 N.L.R.B. 311, 313
(1991) (violation found where employer accused employees of being "ingrates who were hitting him
when he was down"). Judge Davis recommended that the allegation that statements by American Girl
Place equating support for Equity with disloyalty to the employer be dismissed. Id. at *15. See also
Okla. Installation Co., 309 N.L.R.B. 776 (1992) (no violation found where employer merely expressed
disappointment and hurt feelings to employee distributing union materials).
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Scene 3. A "Hobson's Choice"15 4 or Violations of Section 8(a)(3) of
the Act via Suspension of Considering a Wage Increase
Finally, Judge Davis addressed the allegation that American Girl Place
violated Section 8(a)(3) of the Act'5 5 when the employer "suspended its
process of considering a wage increase for its employees because they as-
sisted the Union and engaged in concerted activities.""' The Board has
long maintained the position that an employer confronting possible unioni-
zation must move forward in terms of any expected salary or benefit "ad-
justment" as if "the union was not on the scene. "157 The employer may
elect, however, to postpone a change in wages or benefits as long as it
makes it absolutely clear to members of the work force that the final out-
come of the pending issue would be the same irrespective of whether or not
they ultimately vote for the union. The only reason for delay in deciding
whether there will be a raise or a change in benefits is so that the employer
may avoid any appearance that it is trying to improperly influence the out-
come of an election. 58 In selecting to postpone, an employer may not take
any action that would imply that the delay in going forward is in any way
related to the "presence of the union" or make any disparaging remarks or
"undermine the union by creating the impression" that the union "impeded
the granting" of the salary increase or benefits adjustment.15 9
In the instant case, American Girl Place failed to continue with its
consideration of the raise requested by the actors "as if the Union was not
on the scene."1 60  Instead, all discussion of the potential increase simply
ceased with no explanation given by de Michele or any other representa-
tive of American Girl Place to the actors confirming "continued delibera-
tions on the issue would occur" irrespective of whether they selected
Equity.'6 ' Further, at no time did American Girl Place make it clear to its
154. See Hobson's Choice, http://www.phrases.org.uk/meanings/183300.html (last visited Oct. 22,
2008). A "Hobson's choice" means that one really has no choice at all. The phrase originated from the
actions of one Thomas Hobson (1545-1631), a British carrier who, when he rented horses to students
attending Cambridge University, would only rent the mounts out in a particular order. Consequently,
you had no choice as to your own mount. It was Hobson's choice. As one of his customers, you either
accepted his selection, or looked elsewhere for transportation.
155. 29 U.S.C. §158(a)(3) , also referred to as Section 8(c), provides, "[i]t shall be an unfair labor
practice for an employer- (3) by discrimination in regard to hire or tenure of employment or any term
or condition of employment to encourage or discourage membership in any labor organization."
156. Am. Girl Place, 2007 WL 2323851 at *15. The complaint also alleged that American Girl
Place had violated Section8(a)(3) of the Act by "denying a wage increase" to the actors. Id. This
allegation was dismissed after the court found that no pay raise had actually been "approved" at the
time of the June 18 meeting. Id. Because no raise had been "approved," it could not have been "de-
nied." Id. at *16 (citing Am. Mirror Co., 269 N.L.R.B. 1091, 1094 (1984) (raise was "determined, prom-
ised, scheduled, or announced.")).
157. Am. Girl Place, 2007 WL 2323851 at *15 (citing Sam's Club, 349 N.L.R.B. No. 94, slip op. at
6-7 (2007); Atl. Forest Prods., 282 N.L.R.B. 855, 858-859 (1987); Uarco, Inc., 169 N.L.R.B. 1153, 1154
(1968)).
158. Am. Girl Place, 2007 WL 2323851 at *15.
159. Id. (citing Earthgrains Baking Cos., 339 N.L.R.B. 24, 28 (2003)); see also Grouse Mountain
Lodge, 333 N.L.R.B. 1322, 1324 (2001).
160. Am. Girl Place, 2007 WL 2323851 at *16 (citing Russell Stover Candies, Inc., 221 N.L.R.B.
441 (1975)).
161. Am. Girl Place, 2007 WL 2323851 at *17.
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employees that the "sole purpose" of the postponement in deciding about
the raise "was to avoid the appearance of influencing the Union's campaign
to represent the employees."16 2 While de Michele mentioned that Ameri-
can Girl Place could not make any "unscheduled changes in their contract
because it could look like it [was] trying to sway [the actors] or buy their
vote[s],"163 she also "expressly referred to their Union affiliation as being
the reason for the postponement of [the employer's] consideration of the
raise. 164 Thus, the sole purpose of the postponement was not simply to
avoid any appearance of impropriety. Clearly, the postponement also
stemmed from Equity's presence and the employees' pro-union position.'65
In maintaining its position that it had not engaged in actions which
contravened the prohibitions of Section 8(a)(3), American Girl Place relied
upon two cases,166 both of which rested upon the premise that while an
employer is allowed to delay benefits, it may do so "only where it makes
clear that the purpose is to avoid the appearance of interference."1 6 7 In
light of the statements of de Michele, Judge Davis found this reliance mis-
placed.168 Although "recognizing that the employer faced with the appear-
ance of a union" may often feel that it is faced with a "Hobson's choice"
because whether benefits are granted or withheld, it may end up "being
subject to a charge," Judge Davis held that the reasons given by the em-
ployer for its suspension of the consideration of a wage increase went "be-
yond a simple statement of neutrality." Rather, the comments of Ms. de
Michele "attributed the postponement of [the employer's] decision on the
raise to the employees' support of the union and the union's campaign."69
Therefore, the actions of American Girl Place constituted unfair labor
practices and were illegal.170
Scene 4. The Remedy
After finding that American Girl Place had engaged in unfair labor
practices, Judge Davis ordered the employer "to cease and desist and to
take certain affirmative action designed to effectuate the policies of the
Act." 171 American Girl Place was required to once again take up its con-
sideration of a salary increase for the actors, and if it ultimately determined
that such a raise was appropriate, the employer was to make "whole all
employees" who would have been entitled to a raise but for its illegal con-
duct in failing to properly continue its consideration of the issue. 172
162. Id. (emphasis added).
163. Id. at *9.
164. Id. at *17.
165. Id. (citing Earthgrains Baking Cos., 339 N.L.R.B. at 28).
166. American Girl Place relied upon Village Thrift Store, 272 N.L.R.B. 572 (1983); Hovey Elec-
tric, 302 N.L.R.B. 482 (1991).




171. Am. Girl Place, 2007 WL 2323851 at *19.
172. Id.
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American Girl Place was also required to post a Notice to Employees
at its store for "60 consecutive days in conspicuous places."1 7 ' The Notice
to employees provided in part:
The National Labor Relations Board has found that we vio-
lated Federal labor law and has ordered us to post and obey
this Notice.
FEDERAL LAW GIVES YOU THE RIGHT TO
Form, join, or assist a union
Choose representatives to bargain with us on your
behalf
Act together with other employees for your benefit
and protection
Choose not to engage in any of these protected
activities
WE WILL NOT tell you that you did not receive wage in-
creases because you supported Actors' Equity Association
(Union).
WE WILL NOT threaten you with more onerous working
conditions if you select the Union as your collective-bar-
gaining representative.
WE WILL NOT suspend our process of considering a wage
increase for you because you assisted the Union and en-
gaged in concerted activities.
WE WILL NOT in any like or related manner interfere
with, restrain, or coerce you in the exercise of the rights
guaranteed you by Section 7 of the Act.
WE WILL continue our process of considering a wage in-
crease for you that we would have performed in June, 2006
which was not performed because of the Union's claim to
represent you.
WE WILL make whole all of you who were not granted a
wage increase from June 1, 2006 to December 31, 2006 to
the extent that we are required to do so.
American Girl Place, Inc., d/bla American Girl Place New
Yorkl 74
173. Id. at *20.
174. Id. at *21-22.
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IV. EPILOGUE: THE D8NOUEMENT 1 7 5
Originally it appeared that not only would the thespians, who worked
and performed at the New York American Girl Place store,176 never see
the promised wage increase, but that their dream of joining Equity would
never become a reality. The February 19, 2008 memorandum issued by
American Girl Place clearly terminated all theater operations in New York
as of September 1, 2008.' The reason given for no longer presenting live
shows was that "[m]anagement felt that the time was right to find new en-
tertaining experiences for our guests."17 8 Not surprisingly, no reference
was made to the prior labor dispute with Equity or the findings of Judge
Steven Davis. Rather, after announcing that it was a "difficult day" for the
company, a spokesperson for American Girl "declined to elaborate" as to
any additional basis for the decision. 1 7 9
Despite the scheduled closing, an Equity negotiating team continued
its on-going organizing and bargaining efforts. Over two years after the
date that Equity first contacted the home office of American Girl Place
requesting a meeting with the employer, 180 a contract was "achieved ...
with American Girl Place Theater in New York City effective as of April 1,
2008."181 Under the terms of this agreement, Equity was able to obtain
"gains in salary and benefits, including a severance package" for the new
members of the union.182 While this accomplishment will not be one of
lengthy duration, neither is it a Pyrrhic victory. For the actors and stage
managers involved, their goal of becoming members of Actors' Equity As-
sociation was realized. Perhaps the real importance of the two year saga is
best summed up in a statement made by one of the artists who was inter-
viewed during the strike against American Girl Place in the summer of
2006. The actor, who was an understudy for one of the shows, was seeking
"health insurance and better treatment."'8 3 During the picketing of the
New York store, as he held a sign with the word "Equity" printed on it, he
shared, "[f]or the last year and a half of my life, I've followed my dream of
175. Merriam-Webster Online, http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/denouement (last vis-
ited Nov. 30, 2008). A denouement is "[t]he final outcome of the main dramatic compilation in a
literary work." Id.
176. Welcome to American Girl Place N.Y., http://www.americangirl.com/stores/location-ny.php
(last visited Oct. 12, 2008). The multilevel toy superstore is located in midtown Manhattan at 609 Fifth
Avenue, at 49th Street. Id.
177. Chris Jones & Sandra M. Jones, American Girl to Close the Curtain on Theaters, CHI. TRIB.,
February 20, 2008, available at http://www.chicagotribune.com/business/chi-wed-girlfeb2,0,6609995.
story (last visited Dec. 18, 2008). As previously discussed, as of September, American Girl will have
ended its theater operations across the board, after closing its theater in Los Angeles on April 13, 2008,
and ending both the New York and Chicago theater operations on September 1, 2008. See supra notes
55-60 and accompanying text.
178. Id.
179. Id.
180. See supra note 77 and accompanying text.
181. New York - Equity Achieves Contract with American Girl Place, EQurry NEWS, May 2008, at
5, available at http://actorsequity.org/NewsMedia/news2008/AprillO.AmericanGirl.asp.
182. Id.
183. Campbell Robertson, Actors at American Place Store Go on Strike, N.Y. TIMES, Aug. 4, 2006,
available at http://www.nytimes.com/2006/08/04/theater/04girl.html.
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becoming a professional actor and followed my heart to American Girl ...
But at times I've really struggled."'"
In the end, while it may have been a limited engagement in terms of
the length of the Equity run at American Girl Place, the struggle of this
group of tenacious thespians was not for naught. They received the secur-
ity185 and a certain level of "validation"'18 which joining Equity provides its
members. As members of the union, these actors and stage managers are
now arguably part of a world of professional theatre consisting of "the best
of the best."' Most importantly, their right to unionize received its just
recognition.
184. Id.
185. Backstage.com, Actors' Equity Assoc., http://www.backstage.com/bso/career-advice/unions/
equity.jsp (last visited Oct. 23, 2008). Equity negotiates "minimum wages and working conditions" on
behalf of its members. The goals of the organization are "to secure and protect the rights of members
in their business relations with employers, to govern members democratically, and to foster and stimu-
late theatre. . . ." Id.
186. Backstage.com, Unions for Entm't Indus., http://www.backstage.com/bso/career-advice/
unions/index.jsp (last visited Oct. 23, 2008). "Joining an entertainment industry union gives a perform-
ing or acting professional validation on some level. It means that you are exposed to performing or
acting jobs that allow you to work with, conceivably, the best of the best." Id.
187. Id.
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